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Estimation of potential collision mortality of Grey-faced buzzard, broadoccurring migratory raptor
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rate models
Web Mapping Services of ecological data as a decision-support tool for wind
farm licensing procedure and maritime spatial planning
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WREN Hub – International Collaboration to Reconcile Wind and Wildlife
Conflicts
Colonisation of Offshore Wind Turbines by Marine Insects
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European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus - best practice mitigation
measures during wind farm construction
Acoustic assessment of bat activity at wind turbines: Comparing the performance of different bat detectors
Determination of macro, meso and micro avoidance rates for seabirds using
a novel combination of radars, cameras and rangefinders
Integrated detection trials to improve the accuracy of fatality rate estimates
at wind projects
Water birds at inland wetlands and wind farms – a radar-ornithological pilot
study at Ismaninger Speichersee, Germany, documents the need for buffer
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Yolk Loss: A Damage Principle in Fish Eggs Caused by Concussions and
Shockwaves
Are geotextile scour protections of offshore wind turbines a source of environmental contaminants?
Case examples of bird collision death with wind turbines in Japan
Using a military laser rangefinder to record flight behaviour of birds around
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X-band radar as a tool for evaluating the behaviour and movement of bats
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Effects of pile-driving sound on larval and juvenile fish
Flight altitudes of migrating Common Cranes Grus grus in relation to offshore wind farms
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